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BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH

No information found in available resources for Paul Alfred Chance, Jr., Duane Miller or Thelma Ansberry.
SCOPE AND CONTENT NOTE

This collection consists of two "A Quickie Note" postcards from Duane Miller (fl. 1943), a soldier in Great Lakes, Illinois, to Thelma Ansberry (fl. 1943-1944) in Anderson, Indiana (Madison Co.). They are dated June 16, 1943 and June 19, 1943. Miller mentions marching with his battalion and securing a position in gunners school.

Also included is a postcard, dated January 10, 1944, from Paul Alfred Chance, Jr., a soldier in Norfolk, Virginia, to Thelma Ansberry. Chance states that he will be stationed on a destroyer escort for convoy duty.

The postcards are arranged in chronologically.
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